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Inventory Control — An EDP Approach
With or Without a Computer
by L A W R E N C E L . L E O N A R D

Manager, Management Advisory Services,
San Francisco Office

Presented before The California Society of Certified Public
Accountants, San Francisco and Los Angeles—July 1969

GENTLEMEN, I am here today to talk about systems development, and
in particular inventory-control systems development, in the computer age.
We hear so many commonly used phrases in connection with the
almighty computer:
The computer is here to stay, so don't be a dropout in this computer
age.
The computer is a high-powered tool for the progressive company.
The computer has made available operational and managerial information not possible to obtain heretofore.
There is truth in these statements. The statement can also misdirect
our attention, however. Such statements can sound very imposing to
the uninitiated and those with very little acquaintance with computer
operations.
On the other hand, we hear statements that are perhaps less imposing, but which may be more misleading:
The computer is only another tool to be used for accounting when
the volume of work requires it.
Computer technology is changing so fast, you might as well wait
until the fourth generation comes out before computerizing.
The longer you wait, the cheaper computerized systems will become.
Not only will the costs come down, but someday you'll be able to
buy your systems and program at the software supermarket rather
than design them yourself.
Is there a ring of truth in these statements, too?
We should not overestimate or underestimate the power of a computer. Those of us charged with systems-design responsibilities must
335
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look to our systems, our inventory-control systems, our business systems,
for guidance to decide when and where to use a computer.
What are the disciplines that the use of the computer imposes upon
us? A thorough knowledge of the inner workings of a computer is not
one of them, but a thorough knowledge of the inner workings of our
business systems is.
TOWARD A MASTER PLAN
When you (or your client) embark on a systems-development
project today in this computer age, every effort should be made to
describe and document the anticipated system. In the past, before
mechanization of systems, this was not always necessary. How many
inventory cards under today's manual systems can you recall that have
six or seven columns of information squeezed onto four- or five-column
cards? The design work was not always complete when such systems
were set in motion. A unique feature of manual systems is their flexibility to accept continual unanticipated design changes.
The advent of mechanization, mechanical bookkeeping machines,
and punched card equipment was a great help, but our ability to anticipate gradual, continual design evolution was restricted. System design
did demand total thinking-through of the proposed system procedures.
But we often became locked into our systems, mainly because of the
limitations of "unit record" equipment. Many times, new design efforts
required re-designing the entire system. Therefore, mechanized "systems" tended to be separate, non-integrated modules, only loosely
connected to other modules. System redesign was usually effected in
the same batch-process way as the modules themselves functioned.
Then came the computer—in particular, the latest third-generation
computer. System design continued to demand total thinking-through
of the proposed system procedures before the system could be programmed for the computer. But a new dimension, or rather an old
dimension, was added. Continual systems redesign in terms of upgrading rather than re-doing is possible with today's computerized
systems. One requirement exists: The ultimate design configuration
must be established in the initial design.
Let us suppose all the computer systems-design requirements have
been fulfilled. Whether or not the system is now to be programmed on
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a computer will depend on various things. Economic factors must be
considered. You or your client may prefer to carry out the system
design in phases. Investment or commitment in a computer may be
deferred until some of the manual segments of the system are installed.
Or you may prefer to operate the system manually, using interim forms
and procedures because transaction volumes are as yet low.
The important thing is that your master plan has been established.
As operating and economic conditions warrant, you can progress towards the ultimate computerized inventory-control system by means of
effecting continual, but anticipated, system-design changes.
But before we look at our inventory-control system in greater
detail, we should answer the question: Is the goal of a computerized
system a valid one?
EXISTING MANUAL SYSTEMS—THEIR
ADEQUACY OR INADEQUACY
To do this we should examine today's manual inventory control
systems. Many of them are functioning very well, keeping management
advised of inventory levels, critical areas where shortages and surpluses
exist, and are valuable information tools for the departments of purchasing, production, and sales.
But often, current inventory systems are failing to provide the
adequate information to help management control operations. How often
do you find the count of inventory items at physical inventory time
differing by material amounts from the inventory records? This may
be a signal of adverse events to come, such as the storekeeper's being
unable to supply the production department with component parts
because the bin is empty, even though the card says there are parts on
hand.
We are usually aware of the bad habits we get into, such as substituting on Order B parts ticketed for Order A . The inventory-control
system probably wasn't designed originally to control substitution
procedures. We probably never conceived that such a practice would
be permitted. And yet the practice is common, and the inventory-control
system provides no means to account for it. So the actions take place
without proper control. And the manual system remains unchanged.
Accounting for substitution would place a non-standard or non-routine
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posting procedure upon the manual system unless we make a major
redesign of the inventory-control system.
If substitution procedures are a problem, it is one signal that
perhaps we need to computerize our system. The computer is quite
capable of handling a multitude of frequently occurring standardized
transactions that would otherwise be burdensome and costly to record
manually.
When those of us in a position to redesign a system fail to recognize
the signals that the current system is inadequate, others who operate
the system will make changes. The operators may not be experienced
enough to do the redesigning successfully, so their changes may often
introduce undesirable procedures or perpetuate bad habits.
A client whose manually maintained inventory records, comprising
14 four-foot trays of 400-500 cards each, were often out of balance with
the physical count. It was common practice for an inventory clerk to
visit the storerooms to determine quantities on hand rather than refer
to his inventory cards. This system has since been computerized, on a
computer located at the company headquarters 400 miles away. The ten
to twelve clerks formerly employed on the job have been replaced by
two or three people, who more properly attend to the control of information advices to the computer about inventory transactions.
Other problems often encountered with inadequate inventory
systems include (1) excessive reorder costs or inventory carrying costs
because economic-order quantities and safety levels are not maintained,
(2) periodic adjustments to inventory balances, not only for lack of
control on quantities, but also for lack of control on unit valuation of
inventory items, (3) over-investment in inventory as indicated by low
turnover of significant items and the existence of surpluses over planned
inventory levels, and (4) inventory writedowns due to item obsolescence.
TIME FOR REAPPRAISAL
When these symptoms occur, it is time to reappraise your inventorycontrol system. If very little dynamic change is happening to your
company or your client's company, you may have only to make minor
revisions to the inventory-control system. Companies that are experiencing little or no dynamic change, however, usually are not experiencing
difficulties with their operating systems such as inventory control.
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But the opposite is usually true. Companies that are expanding
rapidly, diversifying or changing product lines are experiencing systems
problems if their systems were not designed originally to anticipate
these conditions.
Systems design and the proper accounting for transactions should
never be neglected even under the most adverse operating conditions
when everyone seems to be extremely busy at work. During such periods
we do not ignore the needs of sales and production; instead, we increase
our sales and production staffs to meet customer demands. But somehow we defer the additions to the systems staff until later after we're
in trouble—after much of the profit from expanded operations has been
eaten up by excessive administrative costs, which could have been
avoided by proper system development. Are not the needs of management for operational and planning purposes as important as other
aspects of operations during the period of dynamic change? Of course,
they are.
But let us assume the more normal situation in which business
operations are expanding at moderate rates, and management is not
so pressed just in getting out today's work, but has time to consider
the future. Knowing where he is going, the manager can anticipate his
inventory problems before they occur and can plan now a comprehensive inventory-control system to be carried out according to the changing
requirements of the business's operations.
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE USE OF A COMPUTER
Should this plan include the use of a computer? Yes. The day is
fast approaching when the computer will be as common a tool as the
desk calculator or adding machine. Its ultimate use should be anticipated
today.
When should the computer actually be incorporated as a tool in
the information system? There are several different ways this allimportant question can be answered.
From an objective point of view, we can say: Use a computer
when your level of operations requires one.
From a subjective point of view, we can say: Use a computer
when your level of profits permits one.
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a n i n v e r t e d point of view,

we

can s a y :

Use

a

computer

w h e n the level of y o u r competitors' operations causes t h e m to install
computers.
A

point not yet m e n t i o n e d

is the use

of a computer w h e n

the

cost savings a c c r u i n g f r o m installing it justify the computer's operating

This

costs.

a p p r o a c h to justification of a computer cannot be o v e r l o o k e d ,

but it should not overshadow the three criteria mentioned a m o m e n t ago.
A computer is capable of p e r f o r m i n g information-processing tasks
that people have not been reasonably

capable of d o i n g o n a regular

basis i n the past. Cost-savings justification tends to c o m p a r e what people
have been d o i n g i n the past w i t h h o w a computer w o u l d do it.

The

computer's great c o n t r i b u t i o n is to c a r r y us b e y o n d what we d o today
to those new i n f o r m a t i o n processes that w i l l be so useful i n the future.
How

can we compare the cost of something we never d i d before w i t h

the value we m a y receive by d o i n g it o n a computer i n the f u t u r e ?
In

some instances,

the level of o u r i n v e n t o r y operations m a y

a p p r o a c h i n g unmanageable
equipment basis.

Therefore,

becomes a necessity. For

be

proportions on a manual or unit-recordwe

decide to get

a computer because it

most small a n d m e d i u m - s i z e d business today,

this situation is probably not critical enough to w a r r a n t getting a c o m puter.

With

the advent

of computer time-sharing, however,

the

use

of a computer, but not its acquisition, m a y be the extent to w h i c h these
companies should consider the c o m p u t e r i z a t i o n of their business systems.
The

reference

to

getting

a computer

when

the

level

of

profits

permits d o i n g so can be stated m o r e s i m p l y i n this w a y : Get a Computer
if y o u can afford it.

This

is the basis o n w h i c h most companies

have

acquired their computer operations, whether they recognized it o r not.
And those companies w i t h g o o d design teams a n d data processing staffs
have reaped the benefits that i m p r o v e d i n f o r m a t i o n systems c a n p r o v i d e .

Later

i n m y case studies o n i n v e n t o r y - c o n t r o l systems

I

shall refer to

a n example of this approach.

My

third

answer

to

the

question

"When

should the

computer

actually be incorporated as a tool i n the i n f o r m a t i o n system?" is another
w a y of s a y i n g : Use a computer w h e n i n o r d e r to keep u p w i t h c o m p e t i tion y o u cannot afford not to.

Access

to a computer is not too critical

today, but the day is fast a p p r o a c h i n g w h e n the use of the computer
w i l l make obsolete less sophisticated means of processing i n f o r m a t i o n ,
just as the automobile eliminated the horse a n d buggy.
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I am a firm believer in planning ahead. So if your client can afford
it, he should start using a computer if he can reasonably expect that
some or all of his business systems can provide better information, when
needed, now or in the near future. If your client feels he can not afford
a computer now, he should make the necessary plans by which he can
see his way clear to using a computer eventually, even if the approach
is only step by step, application by application to a full or semicomputerized information system.
FUNCTIONS OF INVENTORY CONTROL
The inventory-control system is a very important application. Let
us examine this business system in more detail. Let us devise a general
inventory-control system that is complete in its information uses and
operating procedures. I do not intend to imply that all inventorycontrol systems should be identical. But there are basic procedures and
requirements common to all such systems. These common features can
be outlined now in a general inventory-control system. Later, these
special features that make each inventory system unique can be added.
An inventory may be referred to as an area of well defined limits
within which physical or tangible property is maintained and controlled.
The degree of control will vary with the characteristics of the inventory
items. Inventories of items that move rapidly in and out of the limits of
the inventory require more control than items that remain within the
limits of the inventory for long periods of time. Thus, when we speak
of inventory control we tend first to think about inventories of raw
materials or salable products rather than inventories of machinery or
other fixed assets. We should keep in mind that all inventories will
adhere in varying degrees to this general inventory concept.
We can chart the physical movement of inventory items between
the inventory location and the points of source or destination of the
items, as shown in Exhibit 1, page 342.
At the same time that the physical transactions are taking place,
exchanges of information take place between the supplier, the customer,
the production department, and the people responsible for controlling
the inventory. These exchanges, or documentation, serve to identify the
quantity and value of inventory items being transferred. The documents
may consist of vendors' invoices, job-cost reports, and sales invoices.
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EXHIBIT 1
Production
Department

sales

returns

Customer

Supplier

Inventory

losses

Other documents are prepared to initiate inventory transactions.
Such documents include purchase orders, production orders, and sales
orders.
The flow of these documents between the inventory-control center
and other operations form the same pattern as the flow of the inventory
items, as shown in Exhibit 2.
EXHIBIT 2

Supplier

sales invoices

sales orders

Customer

Inventory
ControlAccounting

Production
Department
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In actual situations, of course, this general picture will be tailored
to specific needs. Retail stores would not have a production department.
Manufacturing companies could have two or three inventories with the
type of configuration shown in Exhibit 3.
EXHIBIT 3

reports & cost sheets

orders

production

production

Supplier

requisitions

Inventory
ControlAccounting

Customer

returns

Work-inProcess
Inventory

sales

returns

receipts

Production
Department

Finished
Goods
Inventory

Raw
Material
Inventory
losses

losses

losses

Organizationally, the inventory-control function may be divided
among various departments in the company, such as purchasing, production control, sales, and accounting. On the other hand the inventorycontrol function may reside with only one department, such as the
accounting department, as is true with many small companies.
From this inventory-system model we must identify the physical
transactions to be controlled and select the paper-work documents that
will assist us in exercising control.
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MEANS OF CONTROL
Let me add a few words on the general subject of control. Basically,
there are two kinds of control. Control may be exercised by means of
direct, tangible, physical restraints such as by the use of locks and
segregation of goods. The other means of control is indirect and intangible. It uses information to represent, and thereby control, the
physical transactions taking place. This is known as accounting control.
The primary interest of this paper is the development and use of accounting control, although examples of physical controls in the case
studies will be given later on.
To summarize up to this point: The functions of inventory control
are (1) to maintain a proper statement of the company's investment in
inventories; (2) to minimize the company's investment in inventories;
(3) to avoid disruption of company operations because of lack of investment in inventories; and (4) to safeguard the company's inventories
from misappropriation, loss, obsolescence, and deterioration. Proper
attention to the physical transactions outlined in the general inventory
system will aid our design of an effective inventory-control system.
At this stage it is most important to have designed a "system." By
"system" I mean a collection of related operating procedures, transactions, and conditions that conform to a set of logical rules easily followed
by people or by a computer. Whether the system is to be operated manually or with a computer, such rules must be established. Included in the
establishment of such rules is the ability to identify (1) exceptions to the
rules not identified in advance during the design of the system and (2)
other variations from normal system procedures.
CASE STUDIES
In designing an inventory-control system there are various factors
to consider, which are discussed in the following case studies. In some
cases computers were utilized, but not in all. When a computer was
used, it was usually because there were large volumes of transactions to
be handled and a significant number of records to be maintained, and
because the company could afford it.
Company A
Company A , a machine tool manufacturer with sales of $5 million,
had a chronic inventory problem. Its inventory-control system was
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manually maintained except that postings to inventory records were
done on a mechanical bookkeeping machine. Because of delayed postings
in the accounting department and the "theft" of parts by the production
department for unscheduled or rush jobs, the records did not always
reflect physical status in the warehouse. No recognition was given to the
status of material other than material on hand, such as on order or reserved for specific jobs. Until the annual physical inventory count was
made, the true status of the over-all inventory was never known. Yearend adjustments were common.
The treasurer of the company engaged us to assist them in the
design of the new computerized inventory system. Six months before
the computer was to arrive we came on the scene, but we had played no
part in selecting the computer or even in deciding upon the use of a
computer. Lead-times being very long at the time, an order for the
computer had been placed eighteen months previously. About four
months before the computer's arrival, the treasurer requested the president's authorization to lease a computer for the inventory system.
A n early consideration in the system design was the coding of inventory items. Rarely do we encounter a company, unless it is newly
formed, that doesn't have a coding system for its products and raw
materials. For the most part, such coding systems are very good for
identification purposes in the new inventory-control system. To account
for classification of information not considered necessary or feasible in
the old inventory-control system, suffixes or prefixes must sometimes be
added to the existing coding system.
Company A had a 13-digit coding system composed of a five-digit
main body code, a three-digit prefix, a three-digit suffix, and a twodigit sub-code. Frankly, I never did understand the derivation of
these numbers except for one important fact. Their coding system had
been borrowed almost verbatim from the coding system of their major
competitor except for a change in the suffix coding. For a more complete
explanation of the coding system probably we would have had to ask the
competitor!
The significant point is that the coding system could not be materially changed regardless of everyone's wish to do so. The company's
catalog, as well as castings and parts, carried the current codes. A
change to the coding system, it was concluded, was not economical and
we would have to get along with the current one.
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In sequencing and summarizing inventory items on reports and
analyses, a coding system can be useful. If the current coding system
does not facilitate this, and for various reasons cannot be changed, the
addition of two or three digits may be desirable to permit automatic
groupings of inventory items by the computer.
Initially, the inventory-control engagement at Company A concentrated on the development of procedures and documents to control and
record the movement of materials in and out of the warehouse. This
included revision of standard documents such as the purchase order, the
company's in-house sales order, material transfer advices, and job material requisition forms. The objective was to document each segment
of the material-flow path with a notice to record the transaction. In this
engagement, the computer's main function was to keep track of daily
inventory transactions and to keep management advised of material
positions on a daily basis. A more comprehensive weekly status report
was issued every Monday morning, showing materials on hand and on
order and also showing material usage and commitments.
Company A's systematic approach to its inventory-control problems
had very tangible benefits. In the first year of the operation of the system, the size of the inventory was reduced by 20 per cent—a reduction of
$300,000 in the investment in inventories.
Credit must be given to the company for their efforts in improving
the inventory-control system from a physical point of view as well as for
introducing the computer and so improving the information aspect. The
warehouse had just been doubled in size to improve storage conditions
and to provide room for future expansion. Just as inventory items were
classified for information purposes, they were also segregated in the
warehouse in a more orderly fashion. Parts, sub-assemblies, and mechanisms were stored by basic mechanism, with common and small parts
in a separate area. Raw materials and castings were grouped and stored
in another location. Locations were carefully numbered on the inventory
status reports, picking tickets, and other records for easy reference. To
make inventory counting easier, special care was used to keep all items
stacked or stored in an orderly manner.
One important control feature in inventory-control systems is periodically to compare the physical count with the inventory records. A n
annual physical count is not sufficient to maintain good control. With
Company A we reviewed three approaches to periodic counting.
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For ease of checking counts to the record, the block accounting system divides the inventory into blocks of items, usually arranged according to the inventory records or listing. The blocks are counted on a fixed
rotational basis.
The reorder counting system establishes the count at the time the
item reaches its reorder point. Because the counts are made at the critical reorder point, this system provides maximum security against stock
outages.
The receiver accounting system, which we installed in this case,
requires a count of remaining items whenever an item is received. Because the count is put on the receiving document when the storekeeper
puts the item on the shelf, this method creates no additional paper work.
The computer automatically compares the count with the recorded quantity during the transaction processing. This method provides for counting at the lowest stock level, which keeps the work at a minimum. This
method does not, however, afford the high degree of safety inherent in
the reorder counting system.
The use of cycle-counting inventory procedures greatly reduced the
year-end inventory procedures. Formerly, the annual inventory count
had caused a shut-down of major production operations for a week. Now
there is no disruption in the manufacturing operations.
The use of the computer to perform these inventory-control procedures imposed upon Company A people a more disciplined attitude
towards their day-to-day inventory transactions. Their investment in
the computer resulted in immediate benefits and better information for
control purposes. In their case, the decision to get a computer was based
more on their ability to afford it than on a cost-savings justification. The
fact that substantial savings materialized was not due just to the use of
a computer, but rather to the company's dedication to the design of a
good inventory-control system and to making it work. The computer
served not only as an agent in the process, but also as an important
catalyst to foster a thorough approach to systems design.
In neither the general inventory-system design nor the case study
of Company A have I mentioned the particular terms that usually come
to mind when speaking of inventory control—economic-order quantity,
reorder point, safety stock, etc.
Considerations of these aspects of an inventory-control system will
have an effect on the size of an inventory and the frequency with which
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that inventory is replenished. Such considerations are an integral part
of the transactions affecting the inventory and would receive attention
when our inventory-control system design effort is focusing on the receiving and issuing transactions. Often this area is not given detailed
attention until a company is satisfied that the quantities of each inventory
transaction are being properly accounted for. Only then do they feel
capable of improving what might be referred to as the quality of the
transactions.
The economic-order quantity is a function of the usage, the cost of
ordering, and the cost of carrying the inventory items. One formula
for determining economic-order quantity may be expressed as:
2BA
where
I
Economic-order quantity in dollars
Annual usage in dollars
Cost of an order in dollars
Cost to carry inventory expressed as a decimal
Q =

Q
A
B
I

=
=
=
=

Other formulas exist to express Q and A as units instead of dollars and
for time periods other than annual periods.
The reorder point is a function of anticipated usage, anticipated
lead-time, and the quantity of safety stock considered necessary. This
may be expressed with the following formula:
Re-order Point = Monthly Usage X Lead-time in Months + Safety
Stock
The determination of the level-of-safety stock required can take
various forms, depending upon the characteristics of the inventory system. Some companies determine safety stock merely by multiplying the
monthly usage by a fixed factor. This approach is simple and easily
understood, but it ignores the effects that the average demand, the number of demands during the lead-time period, the variation of lead-time
with the length of lead-time, and order frequency can have on the level
of safety stock.
Various formulas for determining the level-of-safety stock are:
Safety Stock = Fixed Factor X Monthly Usage
Safety Stock = Fixed Factor X
Demands per Lead-time X Average Demand
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Safety Stock = Fixed Factor X
Monthly Usage X

Average Demand

These formulas might be applied to all items in an inventory, segments of inventories, or selected individual items within inventories. The
extent to which the formulas can be applied to individual inventory items
or groups of items that exhibit similar transaction characteristics will
depend upon the degree to which the inventory-control system is mechanized. Manual systems cannot consider all the variations these formulas
could present. On the other hand, such a task, with all its calculations
and conditions to be remembered, is very well suited to computer operations.
Imagine, if you will, an inventory-control system monitored by a
computer, where periodic review is given to variations in usage, order
processing costs, inventory-carrying costs, lead-times, and order frequency for the significant inventory items. A l l that is needed is the
ability to examine and analyze each transaction affecting inventories to
determine when significant variations in the critical parameters take
place.
Manually, the task in this degree of detail is impossible. With a
computer and a fully designed inventory-control system, such a task is
feasible and desirable.
Let us discuss some other inventory-control system cases to show
the effect of thorough system analysis and the use or potential use of
computers.
Company B
Company B, an import-export company, was having difficulty in
getting financial statements on time. The problem related directly to the
inventory-control system. Although they were able to keep track of
quantities in and out of inventory currently, the costing of inventory
receipts—which came in by the shipload—and thus the costing of goods
sold was complicated by the various costs related to each shipload and
the lateness with which they would receive many of the related invoices.
At the beginning of the engagement, the company's financial statements
were prepared about two and a half months after the close of the monthly
accounting period. The solution was to value the component costs of
inventory receipts at a standard or estimated rate and compare these
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amounts with the invoices when received, taking any variances into the
current profit and loss statement.
Simple as this solution may sound, the implementation of the system
was not without problems. One of the most significant problems to overcome was the retraining or reconditioning of employees to new accounting approaches and procedures. It required literally months of instruction
and much detailed explanation of procedures to be followed. This attention to educating the users of the system is most important whether a
computer is used or not.
Perhaps it is more important to train the company personnel in the
detail functioning of a computerized system than in a noncomputerized
system. People become better acquainted with a system when they perform the system procedures themselves. If a computer does the work,
there can be a tendency not to attempt to understand what takes place.
The client's people should become thoroughly familiar with the resulting
system and this is why they should play an active part in the systemdesign effort. Besides, the client's people are the best source of what
the system must do to provide proper control information for the company, whether they are acquainted with system design techniques or not.
Nine months after the inventory system was in operation, Company
B was able to prepare financial statements within four days of the month
end. The system was operated manually. With this kind of performance, the use of a computer might appear unjustified.
Our engagement went no further than as described. But let me
hypothesize a little bit. The clerical postings in the system were very
numerous. This factor alone is an important reason to consider using a
computer—at least on a time-sharing or service-bureau basis. In this
case, there is another factor that indicates the potential use of a computer.
A second part of the engagement was to develop an accounting
system for the control of future purchase and sale commitments of various high-volume commodities—a kind of inventory of future inventory
transactions. This record contained much of the information used in the
inventory-control system after receipt of the commodities. The computer
and its various related data storage facilities can reduce the clerical work
load of putting information into a system if the information has been
captured at a previous point in time. This I refer to as "Anticipation
Accounting." Anticipation accounting requires that information be entered into the accounting system only once—when it is first known. The
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information is then available for use anywhere in the accounting system
until the information changes or is deleted. The computer is a useful
tool for maintaining this anticipated information and making it available
when needed.
In our import-export company, the marrying of the futures inventory system and the current inventory system provides a worth-while
system for computer application.
I might add at this point, that the purchase order in our general
inventory system diagram becomes a most important document in an
anticipation accounting system. The purchase-order information coupled
with a file of material characteristics information, such as price by vendor, can provide all the data necessary for charging inventory and
accruing accounts payable upon notification of the receipt of material.
There are instances of companies even paying the vendor upon receipt
of the material under this system and discontinuing the clerical processing of the vendor's invoice. Such a system with a high volume of inventory transactions, all relatable to a series of standard characteristics and
procedures, and serving several information systems, such as accounts
payable, is ideally suited to computerization.
Company C
Let us now turn to Company C to examine the importance of doing
a thorough systems design by identifying all transactions affecting the
inventory. A thorough systems-design effort is our best insurance that
the system designed for a computer will not be just a repeat of the old
manual system. We must always keep in mind that the use of computer
makes possible many procedures not economical or practical under
manual inventory-control systems.
Company C is a paper manufacturing company. Our engagement,
the design and implementation of a standard process, cost-control system,
depended very heavily upon the valuation of inventories, particularly
work-in-process inventories, to be able to pinpoint out-of-line costs.
The old manual system relied upon monthly counts of work-inprocess inventories that were valued at standard rates to assist in determining cost of goods sold. In the new cost system, the computer was
used for determining product costs at each stage of production. The
computer then processed the multitude of daily transactions arising from
the production of thousands of grades of paper, pricing each unit of good
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paper and each unit of broke, or the paper wasted, in the manufacturing
operation, after each production operation to determine the charge to
the work-in-process inventory. Credits to the work-in-process inventory
resulted from the transfer of paper from operation to operation, the
paper again being priced by the computer.
Despite the care with which we planned the processing of information about the work-in-process inventory, a significant discrepancy continued. There remained a difference between the book inventory value
and the value of the physically counted work-in-process inventory at the
end of each month. We discovered that a major transaction had been
overlooked. Well, not overlooked, but rather ignored. It had been considered insignificant. I have always said the sign of a good system is one
that readily points out its own shortcomings. This system had a shortcoming that stuck out like a sore thumb.
A significant quantity of good paper was being devalued after it had
been charged to the work-in-process inventory at full value. The foreman would inspect the paper on the production floor before it was transferred to finished goods. Some of the paper would be downgraded to
second quality paper or broke without notification to accounting that
this transaction had taken place. This discovery not only helped to improve the inventory control, but also permitted further refinements to
improve the cost system.
Work-in-process inventories have always been particularly difficult
inventories to control. The assembling of many small parts into major
assemblies or mechanisms and the movement of semi-finished products
through a production plant can become an inventory system designer's
headache.
Usually, we control costs going into work-in-process inventory and
pick them up again when they come out the other side without getting
involved with the myriad of cost transactions taking place within the
work-in-process inventory. Designing for all the transactions relating
to the work-in-process inventory will uncover areas not otherwise considered important control points.
Company D
A good example of designing for all inventory-related transactions
is the inventory system of a charitable organization, Company D, which
receives as donations wearing apparel and household articles for recon-
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ditioning and sale through its own retail outlets. In this operation, where
should inventory control begin? Physically, we can identify inventory
articles when they are received by the organization. But measuring the
inventory in numbers of sweaters, pants, bicycles, tables and books, ad
infinitum, is certainly not practical or very meaningful. The real indication of value of the inventory items is their value when sold to customers
at the retail store. By then the items are no longer part of the inventory.
Yet there is a need for inventory control in addition to the normal
physical safeguards placed on the inventory items.
Shortly after receipt the donated items were segregated and priced
at retail before being delivered to the stores. By valuing the inventory
at the anticipated retail amount, a control was imposed upon the inventory just as control is imposed upon an inventory of raw materials
valued at cost.
A l l transfers of inventory items required an accompanying transfer
of value at the retail amount. In addition to controlling inventory items,
this inventory system provided a means of controlling the organization's
pricing and markdown practices. A l l subsequent valuation changes made
at the retail stores were accounted for to provide a check on the people
establishing the original expected cash-realization value of the donated
articles as well as a check on the store manager's ability to effect the
cash realization through sales. This system of valuation at sales value is
common, of course, in the retail industry.
Once again, let me repeat, the systems design to satisfy all requirements for inventory control is the logical result of the examination of all
transactions that affect or are related to the inventory.
I have traced many features to be considered when designing an
inventory-control system of the magnitude just described. Most of our
clients, including those in the cases presented herein, would consider
their inventory-control system developments successful even if they
implemented only a few of the features mentioned.
There is one other approach I should like to mention. Rather than
apply some of the inventory-control features to the entire inventory,
why not apply all the features to part of the inventory?
You are acquainted with the A B C inventory procedures where
the inventory items are divided into three classes, depending upon unit
value and usage. Class A items are usually high unit cost and high
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annual usage value, and compose perhaps 10 per cent of the items in
inventory. Class B items, perhaps 25 per cent of the inventory items,
have medium unit cost and medium annual usage value. The Class C
items will have low unit costs, and therefore relatively low annual usage
value even when the items are constantly used. Class C items will make
up the remaining 65 per cent of the total items in inventory.
The different characteristics of the three classes suggest different
treatment for controlling the inventory of each class.
Class A items might be controlled with frequent ordering, using
frequently adjusted economic-order quantity formulas, no safety stock,
and perpetual record-keeping (possibly on a time-sharing computer),
with weekly reviews.
Class B items would be controlled with less frequent ordering on a
quarterly basis, using economic-order quantity formulas, which are generally applicable over broad periods of time. Perpetual records would be
kept for Class B items, but the review of the records need not be made on
a frequent basis. Safety stock would amount to a two-weeks' supply,
perhaps.
Class C items may be controlled by physical means without perpetual
inventory records. Reordering might be done semiannually, or even
annually. The safety stock level would be, perhaps, a month's supply.
CONCLUSION
All the case studies reveal the step-by-step approach to systems
implementation. In some cases, special problems were solved initially.
The first steps in other cases concentrated on establishing a firm basic
inventory system to which refinements and improvements could be added
at a later time. Some systems started with paper documents, evolved
through the use of punched cards, and may someday graduate to remote
input terminal stations.
In all cases, however, the conceptual design of the systems from the
beginning was thorough. A l l aspects of inventory control systems were
identified and given a priority in the implementation schedule. To avoid
redesign as much as possible when several systems are to be integrated
more fully in the future, the important information interfaces with other
systems, such as production control, sales-order entry, and accounts payable were considered.
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This step-by-step approach to the implementation of the inventorycontrol system is desirable because we all have much to learn from our
experiences in systems development in this computer age. Just as we look
to learning to progress, we should also look to progress to learn.

